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Abstract
This study explores our ability to simulate the atmospheric chemistry stemming from
isoprene emissions in pristine and polluted regions of the Amazon basin. We con-
front two atmospheric chemistry models – a global, Eulerian chemistry-climate model
(UM-UKCA) and a trajectory-based Lagrangian model (CiTTyCAT) – with recent air-5
borne measurements of atmospheric composition above the Amazon made during the
SAMBBA campaign of 2012. The simulations with the two models prove relatively in-
sensitive to the chemical mechanism employed; we explore one based on the Mainz
Isoprene Mechanism, and an updated one that includes changes to the chemistry of
first generation isoprene nitrates (ISON) and the regeneration of hydroxyl radicals via10
the formation of hydroperoxy-aldehydes (HPALDS) from hydroperoxy radicals (ISO2).
In the Lagrangian model, the impact of increasing the spatial resolution of trace gas
emissions employed from 3.75◦ ×2.5◦ to 0.1◦ ×0.1◦ varies from one flight to another,
and from one chemical species to another. What consistently proves highly influen-
tial on our simulations, however, is the model framework itself – how the treatment15
of transport, and consequently mixing, differs between the two models. The lack of
explicit mixing in the Lagrangian model yields variability in atmospheric composition
more reminiscent of that exhibited by the measurements. In contrast, the combination
of explicit (and implicit) mixing in the Eulerian model removes much of this variabil-
ity but yields better agreement with the measurements overall. We therefore explore20
a simple treatment of mixing in the Lagrangian model that, drawing on output from
the Eulerian model, offers a compromise between the two models. We use this La-
grangian/Eulerian combination, in addition to the separate Eulerian and Lagrangian
models, to simulate ozone at a site in the boundary layer downwind of Manaus, Brazil.
The Lagrangian/Eulerian combination predicts a value for an AOT40-like accumulated25
exposure metric of around 1000ppbv h, compared to just 20 ppbv h with the Eulerian
model. The model framework therefore has considerable bearing on our understand-
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ing of the frequency at which, and the duration for which, the rainforest is exposed to
damaging ground-level ozone concentrations.
1 Introduction
Though not all plants emit isoprene, around 500Tg(C) isoprene are emitted from vege-
tation globally each year (Guenther et al., 2006; Arneth et al., 2008). This exceeds the5
annual carbon flux attributable to anthropogenic non-methane volatile organic com-
pounds (NMVOCs) by a factor of ten; see, e.g., WMO (1995). Isoprene is also highly
reactive, with a lifetime of the order of minutes with respect to oxidation by the hy-
droxyl radical (OH), compared to around 10 years in the case of methane (CH4). Bio-
genic isoprene emissions thus have the potential to profoundly affect tropospheric OH.10
Moreover, since OH is the main chemical species responsible for removing gaseous
pollutants, including some potent greenhouse gases (e.g. CH4), isoprene emissions
have a bearing on both air quality and climate. These influences are furthered through
the impact that isoprene emissions have on tropospheric ozone (O3), which is both
a respiratory aggravant and a greenhouse gas (see, respectively, WHO, 2000; IPCC,15
2002). High O3 concentrations at ground level also cause visible leaf-injury to plants,
reducing the rates at which they photosynthesise and increasing their requirements of
resources to detoxify and repair (e.g. Ainsworth et al., 2012); their detrimental impact
on crop yields, for example, is well documented (e.g. Avnery et al., 2011). There is
thus a feedback between the health of the Amazon rainforest and the composition of20
air above it, with potentially significant implications for the tropical carbon cycle (Sitch
et al., 2007; Pacifico et al., 2015); it is interesting that the chemistry in the pristine
rainforest environment (“NOx limited”; see later) tends to yield low O3 concentrations
– in favour of the forest’s health. However, despite these important effects, our ability
to capture the influence of isoprene emissions on tropospheric OH and O3 has been25
in question since Lelieveld et al. (2008) and Butler et al. (2008) reported observations
of unexpectedly high OH concentrations in the boundary layer over the Amazon basin
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– a very strong source of isoprene – that could not be reproduced with then-current
atmospheric chemistry models. The incompatibility of measured and modelled OH and
isoprene was further demonstrated for the Borneo rainforest by Pugh et al. (2010,
2011) and Stone et al. (2011). Whilst heterogeneous chemistry is not considered in
this study, isoprene also interacts with air pollution and the climate system by acting5
as a precursor to secondary biogenic organic aerosol, with an aerosol yield of a few
percent (e.g. Carlton et al., 2009; Chen et al., 2015).
The specific difficulty Lelieveld et al. (2008) and Butler et al. (2008) faced was ex-
plaining observations of simultaneously high isoprene- and OH concentrations, made
during the Guyanas Atmosphere–Biosphere exchange and Radicals Intensive Exper-10
iment with a Learjet campaign of 2005 (GABRIEL; see Atmospheric Chemistry and
Physics Special Issue 88). High isoprene emissions were expected to sustain high iso-
prene concentrations whilst suppressing OH concentrations (due to the rapid reaction
between the two). It was the unexpectedly high OH concentrations that led Lelieveld
et al. (2008) to speculate that the chemistry models were missing a mechanism by15
which some of the OH initially consumed in isoprene oxidation was “recycled”. Mean-
while, Butler et al. (2008) explored the role that the physical separation, or “segre-
gation”, of air masses containing isoprene emissions could play in resolving the ap-
parent paradox, as have Pugh et al. (2011) since; see later. Here, we confront two
atmospheric chemistry models, and modelling frameworks (Eulerian and Lagrangian),20
with recent airborne measurements of atmospheric composition above the Amazon
rainforest, made during the South AMerican Biomass Burning Analysis campaign of
2012 (SAMBBA; see Darbyshire and Johnson, 2013). Building on the recent studies
of Squire et al. (2014, 2015), we compare the abilities of these models subject to two
chemical mechanisms – one including an OH “recycling” mechanism that should prove25
effective in pristine Amazon environments. In the Lagrangian model, motivated by stud-
ies such as Kuhn et al. (2010), we also explore the impact that the spatial resolution
of trace gas emissions has on our ability to capture the atmospheric chemistry, and
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hence the impact of ground-level O3 on the health of the rainforest, in polluted plumes
downwind of the city of Manaus.
Squire et al. (2014) explored the impacts that possible future changes in isoprene
emissions – stemming from changes in atmospheric CO2, the physical climate (e.g.
surface air temperatures), and anthropogenic land use – could have on tropospheric5
O3. They did so using a global Eulerian chemistry-climate model, the UK Met Office
Unified Model (UM; Hewitt et al., 2011) coupled to the UK Chemistry and Aerosol
model (UKCA; O’Connor et al., 2014), jointly referred to as UM-UKCA. We use the
same Eulerian model here, building on much of Squire et al. (2014, 2015)’s work as
outlined in the next section. Squire et al. (2014) employed isoprene emissions calcu-10
lated using parameterisations based on the Model of Emissions of Gases and Aerosols
from Nature (MEGAN; Guenther et al., 2006), with vegetation simulated oﬄine using
the Sheffield Dynamic Global Vegetation Model (SDGVM; Beerling et al., 1997; Beer-
ling and Woodward, 2001) as described by Lathière et al. (2010). Before exploring
the impact of changes in isoprene emissions, Squire et al. (2014) demonstrated that15
UM-UKCA showed some skill at reproducing recent observations of tropospheric O3
when employing present day emissions: they compared their simulated profiles of O3
with sonde profiles from the Southern Hemisphere ADditional OZonesondes network
(SHADOZ; Thompson et al., 2003). Notably, however, this network did not offer mea-
surements of tropospheric O3 above the Amazon rainforest – globally, responsible for20
almost half of all biogenic NMVOC emissions (Guenther et al., 1995) and the great-
est source of isoprene (see, e.g., Fig. 2 of Squire et al., 2014). Squire et al. (2015)
then explored the sensitivity their projections of future tropospheric O3 showed to the
chemical mechanism they employed. However, they did not explore the impact of this
mechanism on their ability to reproduce present day observations.25
Here, we test the ability of (i) a nudged version of UM-UKCA and (ii) a Lagrangian
model, the Cambridge Tropospheric Trajectory model of Chemistry And Transport (CiT-
TyCAT; Pugh et al., 2012), to simulate SAMBBA measurements above the Amazon. In
each model, we carry out (otherwise identical) integrations employing two of the four
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chemical mechanisms explored by Squire et al. (2015): the UM-UKCA Chemistry of
the Troposphere (CheT), in which isoprene oxidation follows the Mainz Isoprene Mech-
anism (MIM; Pöschl et al., 2000); and an updated version of this mechanism (CheT2)
that incorporates the recent developments in our understanding of this chemistry com-
piled for the UK Met Office by Jenkin (2012). CheT, being based on the MIM, contains5
similar chemistry to the models with which Lelieveld et al. (2008) and Butler et al. (2008)
were unable to simulate the simultaneously high isoprene- and OH concentrations ob-
served during the GABRIEL campaign. Meanwhile, the updates in CheT2 include an
efficient route by which OH initially consumed in isoprene oxidation may be regenerated
at low ambient concentrations of nitrogen oxides (NOx = NO+NO2): the formation of10
hydroperoxy-aldehydes from hydroperoxy radicals and their subsequent rapid release
of OH (Peeters et al., 2009; Crounse et al., 2011).
Questions remain regarding the effect that the “segregation” of air masses contain-
ing isoprene emissions has on the chemistry ensuing therein. In large-eddy simula-
tions of a convective boundary layer, Krol et al. (2000) found that it could reduce the15
effective rate of reaction between OH and a generalised hydrocarbon by as much as
30%, relative to that simulated in a box model. They obtained the largest reductions
when the hydrocarbon was emitted non-uniformly and assumed to react rapidly with
OH. Recall that the emissions of isoprene are not expected to be uniform, since not
all plants emit isoprene, and isoprene is highly reactive towards OH. It was in this20
context that Butler et al. (2008) explored the role that segregation could play in recon-
ciling the simultaneously high isoprene- and OH concentrations observed during the
GABRIEL campaign. They found that a 50% reduction in the “effective rate constant”
for this reaction was required, implying a high degree of segregation. Though But-
ler et al. (2008) recognised that the measurements were not of sufficient spatial- and25
temporal resolution to confirm such segregation, they believed that the high degree
of variability observed in isoprene concentrations rendered this not implausible. Pugh
et al. (2010) subsequently explored a 50% reduction in the rate of this reaction, in an
effort to reconcile measurements from the Oxidant and Particle Photochemical Pro-
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cesses campaign above a South-East Asian tropical rainforest campaign (OP3; Hewitt
et al., 2010) with simulations using CiTTyCAT. Later, explicitly exploring segregation
using observed variability in isoprene, Pugh et al. (2011) found that segregation alone
could not fully account for the difference between modelled and measured OH. CiTTy-
CAT is ill-suited to exploring the effects of segregation in a convective boundary layer,5
since the transport of each air parcel is described by a trajectory that at best captures
regional-to continental scale convection (see next section). However, it does allow us
to simulate, independently, the chemistry taking place in air parcels arriving at points
spaced only a short time apart on a flight track, in other words assuming no mixing
occurs between them; we have the option of then adding a simple treatment of mixing10
such as relaxation towards background composition. More sophisticated treatments of
mixing between ensembles of trajectories are possible using a variant of the CiTTyCAT
model (see Pugh et al., 2012; Cain et al., 2012), but we begin here by focussing on the
simulation of independent air parcels. This makes for an interesting comparison with
simulations using UM-UKCA, which implicitly mixes air on the scale of the model grid15
(3.75◦ ×2.5◦ in “climate mode”). CiTTyCAT should yield greater variability in simulated
isoprene concentrations: Lagrangian box models, run in “domain-filling” mode, capture
much of the strain-induced stirring of the atmosphere, with no mixing, whilst Eulerian
models capture the large-scale stirring but inevitably introduce mixing as they average
concentrations across grid boxes (see, e.g., Dragani et al., 2002; Methven et al., 2003).20
The mixing of air within the models, or lack thereof, has further effects on the chem-
istry simulated. Most pertinent to this study is the effect of mixing on the concentration
of NOx, specifically the NOx : VOC (CH4+NMVOCs) ratio; see, for example, the results
of the Empirical Kinetics Modelling Approach of Dodge (1977) and Sillman and He
(2002). At very low NOx : VOC ratios, we expect isoprene to remove O3 (through direct25
reaction with it); at moderate-to-high NOx : VOC ratios, OH-initiated isoprene oxidation
should produce O3 with increasing efficiency as the NOx : VOC ratio increases; until, at
very high NOx : VOC ratios encountered only in the most polluted urban and industrial
environments, this O3 production is partially offset by O3 titration. The effects, therefore,
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that NOx emissions from a city like Manaus (in the middle of the Amazon rainforest)
have on the concentration of O3 simulated downwind could strongly depend on the
mixing, or “smearing out”, of NOx emissions. Crudely, we can caricature the chemistry
over the Amazon as being fuelled by isoprene emissions, with the consequences of
that chemistry for tropospheric O3 being determined by the ambient NOx: VOC ratio.5
The smearing out of NOx emissions could conceivably “flip” the result of this chem-
istry from predominantly net O3 destruction, with isolated pockets of intense net O3
production, to less intense net O3 production, pervasive over a much larger area. The
knock-on effects of these contrasting results for the health of the rainforest – exposed
to different concentrations of O3, and different degrees of O3 variability – could differ10
markedly. It is in this context that we take the opportunity, in the Lagrangian model, to
explore the impact of emission resolution on our simulation of atmospheric chemistry
and composition at low altitudes downwind of Manaus: we carry out otherwise identi-
cal integrations employing anthropogenic emissions from Version 4.2 of the Emissions
Database for Global Atmospheric Research (EDGAR; European Commission, 2009) at15
their full 0.1◦ ×0.1◦ resolution and degraded to the 3.75◦ ×2.5◦ grid used in UM-UKCA
(in “climate mode”).
In the next section, we describe: the SAMBBA measurements with which we com-
pare model simulations (Sect. 2.1); the Eulerian and Lagrangian models we use, UM-
UKCA and CiTTyCAT (Sect. 2.2); the two chemical mechanisms we explore, CheT and20
CheT2 (Sect. 2.3), and the trace gas emissions we employ (Sect. 2.4). We present the
results in Sect. 3 and discuss them with reference to the literature in Sect. 4.
2 Method
2.1 SAMBBA measurements
The SAMBBA campaign aimed to study the impact of biomass burning on atmospheric25
composition and climate over the Amazon basin. To this end, a total of 20 flights were
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flown with the UK’s Facility for Airborne Atmospheric Measurements’ (FAAM) BAe-146
in September and October 2012 (the dry season and “biomass burning season”). We
focus, however, on five flights aimed at characterising the “background” composition of
the atmosphere in that region – the influence of biogenic emissions in the absence of
biomass burning: B735, B744, B745, B749 and B750. Some portions of these flights5
still intercepted air influenced by biomass burning upwind, but considerably less than
those flights specifically aiming to probe this influence. Chemically, we focus on mea-
sured concentrations of five species central to gas-phase tropospheric chemistry: O3,
NO, NO2, isoprene (C5H8) and carbon monoxide (CO). We have no measurements of
OH concentration with which to compare our simulated OH concentrations. However,10
the comparison of measured and modelled O3 concentrations is nonetheless valuable
in the context of isoprene oxidation and its impact on OH, since: OH is derived from O3
(by O3 photolysis and reaction of the resulting excited O(
1D) oxygen atoms with water
vapour); and, if a model were to reproduce measurements of OH concentration but not
O3 concentration, it would be simulating OH well but for the wrong reason(s).15
2.1.1 SAMBBA flight tracks (and the histories of air parcels encountered)
The thick black lines in Fig. 1 illustrate the flight tracks in longitude and latitude of flights
B735, B744, B745, B749 and B750. (The variation in altitude during each flight is illus-
trated in subsequent figures comparing measured and modelled trace gas concentra-
tions.) Superimposed on each of these panels in Fig. 1, are 7 day back-trajectories20
describing the calculated routes by which the air sampled at points spaced one minute
apart along each flight track reached those locations; the bottom right panel illustrates
the 7 day back-trajectories calculated from the (arbitrary) site we explore downwind of
Manaus; the “×” marks the site (61.0◦W, 3.1◦ S) and the dot marks Manaus. The trajec-
tories are coloured according to their pressures, providing some indication of where air25
parcels might have picked up emissions (e.g. at pressures greater than 800–900 hPa,
corresponding to altitudes of less than roughly 1–2 km). The trajectory calculations are
described later (Sect. 2.2.2) but, for the time being, we note two points: the divergence
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of air parcels backwards in time (i.e. with increasing distance from the fight tracks),
which offers the Lagrangian model an opportunity to capture diversity in initial com-
position that may be lost or less well resolved in the Eulerian model; and the general
consistency of colour along any one trajectory bound for a flight track, indicating that
many air parcels have spent much of the 7 days prior to arrival on the flight track at5
approximately the same pressure. This implies that air parcels encountered in low-
altitude portions of the flights have often spent much of the last 7 days at low altitudes
and, thus, exposed to trace gas emissions (and dry deposition) in the boundary layer;
air parcels encountered in high-altitude portions of the flights, on the other hand, have
often spent much of the last 7 days well above the boundary layer and hence exempt10
from these influences. The trajectories bound for the site downwind of Manaus, mean-
while, appear to descend over the course of 7 days from origins in the mid troposphere
to the site in the boundary layer (900 hPa) and are thereby predominantly exposed to
trace gas emissions (and dry deposition) in the latter half of their journeys.
2.1.2 O3 measurements15
O3 was measured at 0.1Hz by a Thermo Environmental UV absorption photometer
model 49C, traceable to the UK National Physical Laboratory primary ozone standard
with an uncertainty of 2%, and a precision of 1 ppb.
2.1.3 NO and NO2 measurements
NOx was measured from the aircraft using a high sensitivity NOx chemiluminescence20
system built by Air Quality Design, Inc. The instrument has a dual channel architecture
for independent quantification of NO and NO2, with each channel having a sample flow
of 1 Lmin−1. NO is measured in one channel by an established chemiluminescence
technique (Lee et al., 2009), with NO2 quantified in a second channel by photolytic
conversion to NO using blue light emitting diodes centred at 395 nm. The 395 nm wave-25
length has a specific affinity for NO2 photolytic conversion to NO, giving high analyte
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selectivity within the channel. Work by Pollack et al. (2010) evaluated the relative high
NO2 affinity for conversion of NO2 to NO using 395 nm blue light LEDs. They high-
lighted the low probability of other species within the gaseous chemical matrices such
as nitrous acid (HONO), being affected by the 395 nm light, so in turn reducing pos-
sible non NO2 species interfering with the measurement. NOx was then quantified by5
ozonation of the subsequent total NO present in the reaction vessel after conversion
with NO2 derived from the difference between NOx and NO mixing ratios.
The instrument was calibrated by adding a small flow (5 sccm) of known NO concen-
tration (5 ppmv – Air Liquide) into the ambient sample flow, resulting in around 10 ppbv
of NO. The conversion efficiency of the NO2 converter was measured during each cal-10
ibration by gas phase titration of the NO to NO2 by addition of O3. In flight calibrations
were always carried out above the boundary layer, thus ensuring low and stable back-
ground levels of NOx. Typically calibrations are carried out at the beginning and end of
a flight, with sensitivities and conversion efficiency interpolated between the two and
applied to all data. Detection limits for the 10 s averaged data were ∼ 10 pptv for NO15
and 15pptv for NO2 with approximate total errors at 1 ppbv being 10 and 15% for NO
and NO2 respectively.
2.1.4 CO measurements
CO was measured at 1Hz by an Aerolaser VUV fluorescence analyser model AL5002
(Gerbig et al., 1999). The instrument was calibrated in-flight using an air standard,20
traceable to the World Meteorological Organisation CO scale X2004, with a 2% uncer-
tainty, and 3 ppb precision.
2.1.5 C5H8 measurements
Isoprene was measured using an on-board proton transfer reaction mass spectrometer
containing a quadrupole detector (PTR-MS, Ionicon Analytik GmbH, Innsbruck, Aus-25
tria). During the SAMBBA campaign, the instrument measured a range of hydrocar-
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bons and oxygenated hydrocarbons with a typical cycle time of 3–5 s. Isoprene mixing
ratios were determined using a dynamically-diluted calibrated gas standard (∼ 500 ppb
in nitrogen, uncertainty ±5%, Apel-Reimer, Boulder CO). For the purposes of this com-
parison we have applied a 15-point smoothing function to the high frequency data to
give an approximately 1min moving averaged mixing ratio. The mean limit of detection5
for isoprene under these conditions was 110ppt. The overall measurement uncertainty
is estimated to be ±15%. Full instrumental, operational and calibration details are de-
scribed in Murphy et al. (2010).
Additionally, whole air samples (WAS) were collected on flights B735 and B749, and
subsequently analysed to measure isoprene mixing ratios. TheWAS system, described10
in greater detail by Lidster et al. (2014), comprises sixty four canisters with fused silica
deactivated inner surfaces, each with three litre internal volume. Individual canisters
were filled at operator-determined times using a double-headed metal bellows pump
(all stainless steel components) to a final pressure of up to 40 psi and shipped back
to the UK for analysis within one month of collection. Analysis was performed using15
a dual channel gas chromatograph with flame ionisation detectors, described in detail
by Hopkins et al. (2011), which was calibrated using a certified standard supplied by
the National Physical Laboratory (Ozone precursors mix, cylinder number D641613).
Detection limits were in the single parts per trillion range with typical calculated uncer-
tainties of between 3 and 20%.20
2.2 UM-UKCA and CiTTyCAT models
2.2.1 UM-UKCA (Eulerian model)
We start from the setup of UM-UKCA, employing present day boundary conditions, that
Squire et al. (2014) demonstrated had some skill at reproducing recent tropospheric
O3 observations (sonde profiles from the SHADOZ network; see their Fig. 3). This25
setup, similar to that described by Telford et al. (2010), was comprised of the Hadley
Centre Global Environment Model version 3 – Atmosphere only (HadGEM3-A r2.0) at
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UM version 7.3 (Hewitt et al., 2011) and UKCA TropChem (O’Connor et al., 2014).
For full details, the reader is referred to Squire et al. (2014). Here, we simply note
that the model was run in “climate mode” – at a relatively low spatial resolution, N48
L60 (3.75◦ longitude×2.5◦ latitude; 60 hybrid height levels stretching from the surface
to around 84 km) – and employed the standard tropospheric chemistry mechanism,5
CheT. This is the setup that Squire et al. (2015) subsequently used in their “BASE
CheT” experiment. Their “BASE CheT2” experimental setup was identical except for
employing the updated CheT2 chemistry. Here, we carry out two integrations with UM-
UKCA based on Squire et al. (2015)’s BASE CheT and BASE CheT2 experiments:
UM-UKCA (CheT) and UM-UKCA (CheT2), respectively.10
Our integrations differ from Squire et al. (2015)’s in four ways: we employ different
trace gas emissions, as outlined in Sect. 2.4; we nudge UM-UKCA towards European
Centre for Medium-range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) ERA Interim analyses, as de-
scribed by Telford et al. (2009); we run the model for just less than 9.5 months (8
months from 00:00UT 2 January 2012 to spin the model up from BASE CheT and15
BASE CheT2 start dumps, and a further 40 days from 00:00UT 2 September 2012 to
cover the SAMBBA campaign period); and we output the concentrations of all chemi-
cal species at points spaced one minute apart along each of the five SAMBBA flights,
using Telford et al. (2013)’s flight track code. Note that we also output the concen-
trations of all chemical species simulated at the times and locations of the air parcel20
trajectories 7 days previously, based on the back-trajectory calculations mentioned in
Sect. 2.1.1. These data are used to initialise the integrations with CiTTyCAT. Likewise,
when modelling the composition of air downwind of Manaus, we provide UM-UKCA
with an artificial “flight track” to output the concentrations of chemical species simulated
at 6 hourly intervals (throughout September 2012) at a boundary layer site (61.0◦W,25
3.1◦ S, 900 hPa) roughly 100 km downwind (1◦ west) of Manaus, and at the locations
of the corresponding air parcels 7 days previously – based on further back-trajectory
calculations.
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2.2.2 CiTTyCAT (Lagrangian model)
CiTTyCAT r4.2.1 (Pugh et al., 2012) is a Lagrangian model of atmospheric chemistry
and transport, stemming from the Cambridge Tropospheric Trajectory model of Chem-
istry And Transport (Wild et al., 1996). This is not the first time that CiTTyCAT has
been used to simulate atmospheric chemistry and composition over a tropical rainfor-5
est: Pugh et al. (2010), as briefly referred to in the introduction, tested the performance
of the model in two-box mode (two boxes, to account for the nocturnal collapse of the
boundary layer and development of a residual layer above it), confronting it with mea-
surements made during the OP3 campaign at Danum Valley, Malaysian Borneo. We
use the model in single trajectory mode (moving a single model box along one tra-10
jectory at a time) many times over as we loop over all back-trajectories bound for (a)
the arrival points spaced one minute apart on the five SAMBBA flights, and (b) the re-
ceptor site downwind of Manaus at 6 hourly intervals throughout September 2012. The
single trajectory mode has been used extensively in previous studies of long range
transport (see, e.g., Wild et al., 1996; Evans et al., 2000; Real et al., 2007, 2008). Note15
that the treatment of transport constitutes the main difference between CiTTyCAT and
UM-UKCA: transport in the Lagrangian framework is described by discrete trajecto-
ries (series of times and locations) calculated oﬄine, as opposed to fluxes between
adjacent model boxes in a fixed 3-D Eulerian grid.
The back-trajectories, illustrated in Fig. 1, are calculated using ROTRAJ (Methven,20
1997) in conjunction with ECMWF ERA Interim analyses, as previously outlined by
Pugh et al. (2012). The analysed wind fields, available at 6 hourly intervals (00:00UT,
06:00UT, 12:00UT and 18:00UT) are interpolated linearly in space and time. The loca-
tion of each trajectory is then calculated by integrating the interpolated wind velocities
with respect to time according to the fourth order Runge–Kutta method (Methven, 1997)25
and recorded every 6 h together with the air temperature and specific humidity, which
are also interpolated in space and time from the analyses.
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To ensure the transport in the two models is broadly consistent, we use the
same analyses to calculate the trajectories as we use to nudge UM-UKCA (see
above). However, two key differences remain. Firstly, the trajectory calculations ex-
ploit the full-resolution of the analysed winds (roughly 0.7◦ ×0.7◦) whilst UM-UKCA is
nudged towards these winds following degradation to the resolution of its Eulerian grid5
(3.75◦ ×2.5◦ in “climate mode”). The transport in CiTTyCAT is therefore more finely
resolved and should yield greater structure in the composition of air it simulates along
each flight track, and downwind of Manaus, particularly when combined with high reso-
lution trace gas emissions. The transport in CiTTyCAT, however, only includes convec-
tion as captured by the analyses (i.e. large-scale convection) whilst UM-UKCA explicitly10
adds updrafts and downdrafts associated with convection on smaller scales, following
Gregory and Rowntree (1990) and Gregory and Allen (1991). CiTTyCAT therefore lacks
a certain amount of vertical mixing. Some mixing within the boundary layer is included
implicitly, as the addition of emissions (conversion from mass fluxes to enhancements
in concentration) depends on a length scale associated with the height of the boundary15
layer, but no ventilation of the boundary layer or exchange with the free troposphere is
included. We focus first on the simulation of independent air parcels – with no vertical
(or horizontal) mixing – to explore the influence of contrasting air parcel histories on the
chemistry ensuing therein. However, we subsequently explore the sensitivity of some
of our results to a simple treatment of diffusive vertical mixing.20
The treatment of diffusive vertical mixing, described by Pugh et al. (2012), comprises
relaxation towards background composition at rates specified by free-troposphere and
boundary-layer diffusion coefficients, κFT and κBL. These yield relaxation timescales of
τFT = D
2/(2κFT) and τBL = BLH
2/(2κBL), where D is a free tropospheric depth param-
eter and BLH is boundary layer height. Pugh et al. (2012) suggest κFT should typically25
take values of between 0.5m2 s−1 (under stable conditions) and 1.5m2 s−1 (under more
turbulent ones); Pisso et al. (2009) reported slightly lower values of 0.3–1.0m2 s−1. Typ-
ically, κBL = 10κFT whilst D takes values of roughly 200–500m. We explore the impact
of mixing subject to three different combinations of κFT, κBL and D (Mix1, Mix2 and
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Mix3) that span the ranges suggested by Pugh et al. (2012); these are given in Table 1
together with the τFT and τBL they yield. For species of intermediate lifetime (O3, CO,
C2H6, C3H8 and PAN), we relax the concentrations simulated in CiTTyCAT towards
3-D monthly mean (September 2012) concentrations calculated in the UM-UKCA in-
tegration employing the same chemical mechanism; the five SAMBBA flights, and the5
back-trajectories calculated from those, fall within September 2012, as do the bulk of
the back-trajectories bound for the site downwind of Manaus during this month. We
relax the concentrations of all short-lived species towards zero concentrations (charac-
teristic of the free troposphere), whilst that of CH4 is fixed at 1.76 ppmv.
The integrations with CiTTyCAT are carried out subject to eight model setups; these10
are summarised in Table 2. We simulate the measurements made on the five SAMBBA
flights (B735, B744, B745, B749 and B750) subject to setups 1–4, exploring the impact
of different chemical mechanisms (CheT and CheT2; described in more detail in the
next section) and different resolutions of trace gas emissions (“UKCA res” and “High
res”; described in Sect. 2.4). With setups 5 and 6, we then explore the sensitivity of15
our simulations of flight B735 to the inclusion of diffusive vertical mixing as described
above. We do so in order to assess to what extent differences between simulations with
CiTTyCAT and UM-UKCA can be thus reduced; setups 5 and 6 therefore employ UKCA
res emissions. Finally, we model the composition of the atmosphere downwind of Man-
aus throughout September 2012 subject to setups 3–8. Our aim here is to capture the20
episodic influence of anthropogenic emissions from Manaus, and we therefore chiefly
adopt setups employing High res emissions (3, 4, 7 and 8). We continue, however, to
explore the sensitivity of our results to emission resolution, hence including setups 5
and 6, in addition to both the choice of chemical mechanism and the inclusion/exclusion
of vertical mixing.25
To reduce the differences between the two models, aside from those intrinsic to
their different frameworks, we ensure that precisely the same chemical mechanisms
and chemical reaction rate coefficients are used in CiTTyCAT as in UM-UKCA (Squire
et al., 2014, 2015). Likewise, we employ the same dry deposition velocities and Henry
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coefficients in the two models (Squire et al., 2014, 2015), and we use 3-D fields of
precipitation, output from UM-UKCA every 20min timestep, to drive the wet deposition
in CiTTyCAT. This is in addition to initialising the composition of air parcels in CiTTy-
CAT with the concentrations of species simulated in UM-UKCA (subject to the same
chemical mechanism) as described at the end of the last section.5
2.3 CheT and CheT2 chemical mechanisms
The standard tropospheric chemistry mechanism, CheT, includes 56 chemical tracers
and 165 photochemical reactions, of which 16 tracers and 44 reactions comprise the
MIM (Pöschl et al., 2000). It is the result of a systematic reduction of version 2 of the
Master Chemical Mechanism (MCM; Jenkin et al., 1997), in which species are lumped10
together based on their structure, for example all hydroxyperoxy radicals as “ISO2”.
CheT2 differs only with respect to isoprene oxidation, with 24 tracers and 59 reactions
in place of the previous 16 and 44 respectively, and is traceable to MCM version 3.2
(MCMv3.2). The differences, reflecting the updates compiled by Jenkin (2012) for the
UK Met Office, are as follows:15
1. Changes to the chemistry of first generation isoprene nitrates (ISON): NOx is
regenerated from ISON in CheT by photolysis, or conversion to second gener-
ation nitrates (NALD), followed by reaction with OH; in CheT2, the yield of NOx
from ISON is increased in line with the measurements of Perring et al. (2009)
by increasing the rate of ISON photolysis and adding a further ISON+OH→ NO220
channel; CheT2 also includes the addition of O3-initiated ISON degradation (Lock-
wood et al., 2010).
2. The inclusion, as mentioned in Sect. 1, of a route by which OH initially consumed
in isoprene oxidation may be efficiently regenerated at low ambient NOx con-
centrations: the formation of hydroperoxy-aldehydes (HPALDS) from hydroperoxy25
radicals (ISO2) and their subsequent rapid release of OH (Peeters et al., 2009;
Crounse et al., 2011).
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3. The inclusion of the formation of isoprene epoxydiols (IEPOX) from the oxidation
of isoprene hydroxyl-hydroperoxides (ISOOH); Paulot et al. (2009) identified these
as a potential source of secondary organic aerosols.
4. A reduction in the yield of peroxymethacrylic nitric anhydride (MPAN) from iso-
prene oxidation relative to that adopted in CheT; see Jenkin (2012) for details.5
In this study, however, we are less concerned with the differences between the two
mechanisms, which have already been explored at length (see, e.g., Archibald et al.,
2010a, b; Squire et al., 2015), than we are with their relative abilities to reproduce ob-
servations of atmospheric composition above the Amazon rainforest – and the latter
subject to different model frameworks (Eulerian and Lagrangian) and trace-gas emis-10
sions.
2.4 Trace gas emissions
The trace gas emissions are comprised of: anthropogenic emissions taken from
EDGAR version 4.2 (http://edgar.jrc.ec.europa.eu); and biogenic emissions calculated
with the Organising Carbon and Hydrology In Dynamic Ecosystems land surface model15
(ORCHIDEE), with the exception of NO2 emissions from soils that are taken from the
Global Emissions Inventory Activity (GEIA; Yienger and Levy, 1995). The annual total
emission of each species, globally, is given in Table 3, including its breakdown into
anthropogenic and biogenic components.
We employ EDGAR 4.2 emissions of NO2, CO and NMVOCs from all sectors apart20
from “Non-road transportation” (1A3a + c + d + e in the nomenclature of the Intergov-
ernmental Panel on Climate Change; IPCC), since the latter includes aircraft emissions
that are difficult to implement in the Lagrangian model; CH4 is treated as a constant
field (1.76 ppmv). We adopt the most recent emissions available, which correspond
to the year 2008. Available at a spatial resolution of up to 0.1◦ ×0.1◦ globally, these25
are capable of resolving a city of approximately 10km×10km in the tropics, such as
Manaus. We note, however, that they do not include any seasonality; we expect the
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seasonality to be relatively low in the tropics. The NMVOC emissions come lumped to-
gether as a single carbon flux. We derive emissions of ethane (C2H6), propane (C3H8),
formaldehyde (HCHO), acetone (CH3C(O)CH3) and acetaldehyde (CH3CHO) from this
using the IPCC (2002)’s speciation of industrial- and biomass burning emissions; see
their Table 4.7(b). This speciation is crude: we assume, for example, that “ketones” are5
entirely comprised of CH3C(O)CH3, and “other aldehydes” solely CH3CHO. However,
our priority is to start from anthropogenic emissions of sufficient spatial resolution to
resolve the city of Manaus, and EDGAR 4.2 is unique in providing emissions of this
resolution, globally. The CiTTyCAT integrations employing “High res” emissions exploit
their full 0.1◦×0.1◦ resolution. For use in UM-UKCA, and the CiTTyCAT integrations em-10
ploying “UKCA res” emissions, the emissions are degraded to 3.75◦×2.5◦; see Table 2
and accompanying text.
As stated above, biogenic emissions of C5H8, HCHO, CH3C(O)CH3 and CH3CHO
are calculated with ORCHIDEE. This includes parameterisations based on Guenther
et al. (1995) and Lathière et al. (2006), modified according to Guenther et al. (2012)15
and more recent findings to take into account the progress of our knowledge in this field
(see Messina et al., 2015). ORCHIDEE is forced with 2012 National Centers for Envi-
ronmental Prediction meteorological analyses (NCEP v5.3) from the Climatic Research
Unit of the US National Centre for Atmospheric Research. These daily (24 h average)
emissions are used at full spatial resolution (0.5◦ ×0.5◦) in the “High res” integrations20
with CiTTyCAT but, just as for the anthropogenic emissions, degraded to 3.75◦ ×2.5◦
for use in UM-UKCA and the CiTTyCAT integrations employing “UKCA res” emissions.
We apply a diurnal cycle – the same in both models, based on the division of each 24 h
period into 20min intervals – to the emissions of C5H8 but not HCHO, CH3C(O)CH3 or
CH3CHO. The NO2 emissions from soils are taken from GEIA dataset, soilNOXmn1.1a25
(Yienger and Levy, 1995). In view of the uncertainty in these, they are used in both
models, in all integrations, at a resolution of 3.75◦ ×2.5◦.
Figure 2 illustrates the total “UKCA res” emissions of each species (anthropogenic
+ biogenic) on the 1 January and 1 July 2012. Recall, only the species including a bio-
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genic component show seasonality. Meanwhile, Fig. 3 compares the monthly mean
total “UKCA res” and “High res” emissions of each species encountered in Septem-
ber 2012, over the same domain as the flight tracks and back-trajectories are illustrated
in Fig. 1; note that the influence of the low resolution NO2 emissions from soils are still
visible in the “High res” NO2 emissions here.5
3 Results
3.1 Comparing Eulerian and Lagrangian model frameworks
We start by comparing the measurements of O3 on flight B735 (from Porto Velho, just
south of the State of Amazonas, north east to Manaus; see Fig. 1) with those simulated
in UM-UKCA (CheT) and CiTTyCAT (CheT); see Fig. 4. We do not quantify the skill that10
each model shows with regards to reproducing the measurements; we focus instead
on the qualitative nature of the model simulations and how the simulations differ from
each other. We examine modelled and measured [NO], [NO2], [C5H8] and [CO] be-
low. The corresponding figures for flights B744, B745, B749 and B750 are included as
Supplement; any differences in findings are noted in the text that follows. UM-UKCA15
(CheT) and CiTTyCAT (CheT) employ the same chemical mechanism (CheT) and the
same trace gas emissions (UKCA res). We can thus compare these experiments, one
carried out in an Eulerian framework (UM-UKCA; solid blue line), the other in a La-
grangian framework (CiTTyCAT; solid green line) following initialisation with data from
UM-UKCA (dashed blue line). We do so in the context of the SAMBBA measurements20
(grey line); the red line (not included in the legend) illustrates the altitude of the aircraft
on this flight.
In the middle troposphere (2500–7500m), both models tend to overestimate mea-
sured [O3], but particularly CiTTyCAT. At these altitudes, the [O3] simulated in CiTTy-
CAT strongly depends on that with which it is initialised 7 days previously (based on25
output from UM-UKCA): the green line closely follows the dashed blue line in these por-
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tions of the flight (around 12.5, 13.5, 14.5 and 15.5UT; 08:30, 09:30, 10:30 and 11:30
LT). This is consistent with the air parcels during those periods generally not encoun-
tering the boundary layer (altitudes of less than 1000–2000m) during the previous 7
days; see Fig. 1 and accompanying text. Since these air parcels are subject to neither
emissions nor dry deposition, the small differences between the green and dashed-blue5
lines are due to intervening chemistry and/or wet deposition. The [O3] simulated with
CiTTyCAT also shows much more structure in these regions than that simulated with
UM-UKCA. The initialisation is responsible for this additional structure – the result of
divergent air parcel histories (see Sect. 2.1.1 and, again, Fig. 1) – note that it is largely
retained in CiTTyCAT over the course of 7 days but almost entirely lost in UM-UKCA.10
Compared to the measurements, CiTTyCAT shows too much structure (perhaps due
to the lack of explicit mixing in the model) whist UM-UKCA shows too little (presum-
ably due to mixing on the scale of its 3.75◦×2.5◦ grid); see discussion in Sect. 2.2.2 of
the differences in transport, especially mixing, between the two models. A combination
of the two models, such as the simple treatment of diffusive vertical mixing described15
earlier (relaxation of CiTTyCAT towards UM-UKCA), would likely yield best agreement
with the measurements in this respect; see later. We note, however, that on two flights
in which the measurements of [O3] at high altitudes show less structure (B744 and
B749), UM-UKCA yields much better agreement with the measurements; see Figs. S1
and S3 in the Supplement.20
At low altitudes (0–1500m), UM-UKCA tends to overestimate measured [O3] whilst
CiTTyCAT generally shows good agreement; the exception is the period shortly after
13:00UT in which UM-UKCA shows good agreement and CiTTyCAT underestimates
the measurements. Generally, CiTTyCAT simulates lower [O3] than UM-UKCA in these
low altitude regions and yields better agreement with measured [O3] here. Similar be-25
haviour is observed on flights B749 and B750 (see Figs. S3 and S4). We note, how-
ever, that this does not extend to all low-altitude portions of flights B744 and B745
(see Figs. S1 and S2); on these two flights, at altitudes towards the top end of the
0–1500m range, possibly bordering on the free troposphere, CiTTyCAT starts to yield
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higher [O3] than UM-UKCA as it did at mid-to-high altitudes. But, continuing to examine
flight B735, what is interesting is that the [O3] simulated in CiTTyCAT at low altitudes
differs markedly from that with which it is initialised, consistent with this being strongly
influenced by intervening emissions, chemistry and/or dry deposition in the boundary
layer en route. Recall that the corresponding air parcels spend much of the previous 75
days in the boundary layer; see Sect. 2.1.1. The decrease in [O3] from around 50 ppbv
upon initialisation to about 15 ppbv on the fight track suggests that the dry deposition
of O3 to the forest, the direct reaction of O3 with C5H8 (at low ambient [NOx]), or a com-
bination of the two, is highly influential.
Comparing modelled and measured [NO], the top panel of Fig. 5 does not present10
a simple picture. CiTTyCAT shows reasonably good agreement at low altitudes but
a tendency, at least in places, to overestimate measured [NO] at mid-to-high altitudes,
perhaps contributing to its overestimation of [O3] here. Meanwhile, UM-UKCA shows
generally good agreement at higher altitudes but a tendency to overestimate [NO] in
and near the boundary layer, possibly contributing to its overestimation of [O3] in these15
portions of the flight. The agreement between each model and the measurements for
[NO2], though imperfect, is reasonably good; see bottom panel of Fig. 5. We note
that CiTTyCAT simulates higher [NO2] than UM-UKCA shortly after 13:00UT and, in
doing so, overestimates the measurements. CiTTyCAT’s underestimation of [O3] in this
portion of the flight (see earlier) does not therefore appear to be due to a lack of [NOx].20
We speculate, instead, that this could be due to a lack of vertical mixing – a lack
of ventilation of the boundary layer and hence exchange with free tropospheric air of
higher [O3]. Likewise, CiTTyCAT’s overestimation of [O3] in mid-to-high altitude portions
of the flight could reflect a lack of vertical mixing within the free troposphere, and thus
the relaxation of elevated values of [O3] (with which the air parcels are initialised; 50–25
90 ppbv) towards lower background concentrations. Subject to the same emissions
(UKCA res), CiTTyCAT consistently simulates considerably higher [O3] than UM-UKCA
at mid-to-high altitudes: this is observed across all five flights (see Figs. S1–S4).
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The measurements of [C5H8] reflect its short lifetime with respect to oxidation by OH,
reaching up to around 10ppbv low down in the boundary layer (close to its sources)
but swiftly decreasing with increasing altitude; see Fig. 6. Both models capture the
rapid decrease in [C5H8] with altitude but both tend to overestimate [C5H8] at low al-
titudes with respect to the measurements, most particularly CiTTyCAT. It is possible5
that the C5H8 emissions we employ are too high but, in terms of their global annual
total, they lie towards the lower end of literature estimates: 354Tg(C) year−1 compared
to 300–600Tg(C) year−1 (e.g., Guenther et al., 2006; Arneth et al., 2008). Moreover,
year-round measurements of C5H8 fluxes have recently been made at the TT34 site
(2◦35.673′ S 60◦12.555′W) in the Reserva Biologica do Cueiras in Central Amazonia,10
approximately 50 km north of Manaus (the destination of flight B735), as part of the
Cooperative LBA Atmospheric Regional Experiment (CLAIRE-UK); “LBA” stands for
Large-Scale Biosphere–Atmosphere Experiment in Amazonia. The fluxes were mea-
sured using PTR-MS and virtual disjunct eddy covariance; the site has previously been
described by Martin et al. (2010). The September 2013 monthly mean (24 h average)15
C5H8 flux measured was 7.8×10
−10 kg (C5H8) m
−2 s−1, with a standard deviation of
4.7×10−10 kg (C5H8) m
−2 s−1 (E. House, personal communication, 2015). The pos-
sibility of inter-year variability aside, the C5H8 emissions we employ compare very
favourably in this region, averaging 7.9×10−10 kg (C5H8) m
−2 s−1 in September 2012
– the month in which all five case-study SAMBBA flights took place. Furthermore, the20
same emissions are used in UM-UKCA (CheT) and CiTTyCAT (CheT), so the more
marked overestimation in CiTTyCAT is at least partly due to some other reason. Again,
this difference between the two models extends across all five flights (see Figs. S1–
S4) and we suggest that it is consistent with a lack of vertical mixing in CiTTyCAT:
air parcels bound for low altitude portions of the flight are exposed to C5H8 emissions25
in the boundary layer but subject to no ventilation of the boundary layer and, hence,
exchange with free tropospheric air of lower, if not zero, [C5H8]. In Sect. 3.4, we will
explore the impact of introducing a simple treatment of diffusive vertical mixing in CiT-
TyCAT. In intervening sections, however, we first explore the effects of a change of
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chemical mechanism and an increase in the resolution of trace gas emissions. The
switch from CheT to CheT2 chemistry, for example, may be expected to reduce the
[C5H8] simulated in both models on account of including an OH “recycling” mechanism
(see Sect. 2.3).
Finally, we compare modelled and measured [CO] in Fig. 7. Note that the high/low5
[CO] values at approximately one hour intervals correspond to the “span/zero” in-flight
calibrations of the VUV fluorescence COmonitor (see Sect. 2.1.4). UM-UKCA generally
underestimates the measurements, simulating around 100ppbv throughout the flight;
this is understood to be linked to a general high bias in [OH], and hence a low bias
in CO lifetime, in this version of the model (see, e.g., Telford et al., 2013). Meanwhile,10
CiTTyCAT simulates near identical concentrations to UM-UKCA in the mid-to-high alti-
tude portions of the flight, but considerably higher [CO] at low altitudes. These higher
concentrations overestimate the measurements – possibly the result of overestimating
[C5H8], and hence overestimating the production of CO from C5H8 oxidation. A lack
of boundary-layer ventilation in CiTTyCAT, and hence a lack of exchange between air15
with high [CO] in the boundary layer and free tropospheric air of lower [CO], could
again contribute. The low bias in [CO] simulated with UM-UKCA extends across all five
flights (see Figs. S1–S4); the difference in behaviour between the two models clearly
extends to fights B749 and B750 (Figs. S3 and S4) but is less pronounced on flights
B744 and B745 (Figs. S1 and S2).20
3.2 Comparing chemical mechanisms (CheT and CheT2)
We find that the chemical mechanism employed has a negligible effect on the [O3], and
only a modest effect on the [NO], [NO2], [C5H8] and [CO], we simulate for flight B735
in UM-UKCA and CiTTyCAT (see Fig. 8). The impact of switching from CheT to CheT2
for [NO] and [NO2] is largely limited to the low altitude portions of the flight in which25
C5H8 is encountered. This is consistent with the direct changes to the chemistry be-
ing limited to ones relating to ISON (the lumped species comprised of first generation
isoprene nitrates); see Sect. 2.3. To first order, we would expect the increase in the
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yield of NOx from ISON in line with Perring et al. (2009) and the addition of O3-initiated
ISON degradation (Lockwood et al., 2010) to increase [NOx]. We find that the CheT2
chemistry generally yields slightly higher [NO] and [NO2] in CiTTyCAT but slightly lower
[NO] and [NO2] in UM-UKCA; the impact in both models, however, is modest. In these
same portions of the flight, [C5H8] and [CO] decrease on switching from CheT to CheT25
chemistry – in both models. The decrease in [C5H8] is presumably the result of intro-
ducing OH regeneration via the formation of HPALDS from ISO2 and their subsequent
rapid release of OH (Peeters et al., 2009; Crounse et al., 2011); see, again, Sect. 2.3.
However, CiTTyCAT’s overestimation of [C5H8] relative to UM-UKCA (and the mea-
surements) is little reduced. Meanwhile, the decrease in [CO], negligible in UM-UKCA10
but noticeable in CiTTyCAT, suggests that the increased rate of CO removal by OH (as
a result of OH regeneration) at least compensates for the increased rate of CO produc-
tion from C5H8 oxidation (and the oxidation of CH4 and other NMVOCs). It is possible
that the “smearing out” of NOx emissions at 3.75
◦
×2.5◦, in the integrations examined
thus far, yields few regions of sufficiently low [NOx] for effective OH regeneration; we15
explore the impact of employing “High res” emissions in the next section.
On the other four flights, the switch to CheT2 chemistry has a negligible effect on
the simulations with UM-UKCA; see Figs. S5–S8. In CiTTyCAT, the reduction in [C5H8]
remains modest for flights B744 and B745 (Figs. S5 and S6) but is larger for flights
B749 and B750 (Figs. S7 and S8); the increase in [NO] and [NO2] simulated with20
CiTTyCAT are also greater for the latter two flights, and [O3] demonstrates sensitivity
to the chemical mechanism employed during some portions of flight B750 too. The
difference in [C5H8] simulated with CiTTyCAT and UM-UKCA, however, remains large,
and we remain interested in the impact of vertical mixing.
3.3 Comparing trace gas emissions of different resolutions25
Switching from “UKCA res” to “High res” emissions also has negligible effect on the
[O3] we simulate for flight B735 in CiTTyCAT, everywhere but the beginning and end
of the flight; see Fig. 9. At either end of the flight, the higher [O3] simulated subject to
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High res emissions (irrespective of the chemical mechanism employed) is presumably
attributable to the latter’s greater ability to resolve elevated emissions of O3 precursors
associated with the respective cities/airports (Porto Velho and Manaus). As with the
change of chemical mechanism explored in the last section, the increase in emission
resolution has only a modest effect of the [NO], [NO2] and [CO] we simulate, and is5
limited to the low altitude portions of the flight – in which the corresponding air parcels
have spent much of the last 7 days in the boundary layer exposed to emissions. Whilst
the High res emissions yield lower [C5H8] (again irrespective of the chemical mech-
anism employed), CiTTyCAT continues to greatly overestimate [C5H8] relative to the
measurements and the difference in [C5H8] simulated with the two models is reduced10
but not removed; for clarity, the [C5H8] simulated with UM-UKCA is not included in
Fig. 9 (please refer back to Fig. 8).
A different story emerges for the other four flights; see Figs. S9–S12. [C5H8], simu-
lated subject to both CheT and CheT2 chemistries, decreases markedly: practically to
zero on flights B744 and B745 (Figs. S9 and S10), now actually underestimating the15
measurements; and, though still overestimating, much closer in line with the measure-
ments on flights B749 and B750 (Figs. S11 and S12). Furthermore, the [O3] simulated,
again subject to both CheT and CheT2 chemistries, changes considerably. Notably,
at mid-to-high altitudes, CiTTyCAT’s overestimation of the measurements is much re-
duced on flights B744, B749 and B750 (Figs. S9, S10 and S12) and largely removed20
on flight B745 (Fig. S10). So, in this one regard – the insensitivity our simulations
show to the resolution of trace gas emissions employed – flight B735 appears to be
an exception. Remember, however, that we explore the impact of emission resolution
in the Lagrangian environment alone, where we can exploit a resolution of 0.1◦ ×0.1◦;
this would be computationally infeasible in an Eulerian chemistry-climate model run25
globally. Moreover, what does not change is that, in otherwise directly comparable ex-
periments with UM-UKCA and CiTTyCAT (employing emissions of the same resolution,
and the same chemical mechanism), the Lagrangian model yields much higher [O3] at
mid-to-high altitudes, and much higher [C5H8] at low altitudes, than the Eulerian model.
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We observe this behaviour across all five case study flights, and it is this central finding,
which appears to result from the choice of model framework alone, on which we mean
to focus from here on and speculate is the result of differences in vertical mixing.
3.4 Exploring sensitivity to vertical mixing in CiTTyCAT
To explore the impact of introducing a simple treatment of diffusive vertical mixing in5
the Lagrangian framework, we return to flight B735, employing “UKCA res” emissions
and CheT chemistry. We explore three formulations of mixing, or relaxation, as outlined
in Sect. 2.2.2 and Table 1: Mix1, Mix2 and Mix3. These formulations differ with respect
to the timescales on which the concentrations of species simulated in CiTTyCAT are
relaxed towards background concentrations in the free troposphere (τFT) and boundary10
layer (τBL), increasing from Mix1 to Mix3 commensurate with increasingly stable con-
ditions; see, again, Table 1. The three formulations can be caricatured as follows: Mix1
(solid red line) applies rapid relaxation in both regions; Mix2 (solid blue line) applies
slower relaxation in both regions; and Mix3 (solid green line) applies the same, rela-
tively slow relaxation in the boundary layer as Mix2 but still slower relaxation in the free15
troposphere. The picture regarding [NO] is not simple to summarise. However, for [O3],
[NO2], [C5H8] an [CO], the inclusion of this relaxation, subject to all three formulations
(Mix1–3), brings the concentrations simulated with CiTTyCAT, originally with no mixing
(dotted green lines), much closer in line with those simulated with UM-UKCA (dashed
blue lines). It would therefore appear that vertical mixing (or the lack thereof) has po-20
tential to explain some of the differences observed between the two models/model
frameworks.
Of course, the close agreement between UM-UKCA and CiTTyCAT, on including
mixing in the latter, is only to be expected for [O3], since we relax the [O3] simulated with
CiTTyCAT towards monthly mean values simulated with UM-UKCA (see Sect. 2.2.2).25
We do likewise for other species of intermediate lifetimes: CO, C2H6, C3H8 and PAN.
Meanwhile, the concentrations of all short-lived species, including C5H8, are relaxed
towards zero concentrations – characteristic of free tropospheric air. The most rapid
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relaxation, Mix1, yields the best agreement between modelled and measured [C5H8].
Indeed, the agreement is excellent. However, Mix1 yields the worst agreement between
modelled and measured [O3] in the low altitude portions of the flight – in these regions,
considerably worse than the simulation without mixing, consistently overestimating the
measurements by 15–20 ppbv in absolute terms, and close to 100% in relative terms.5
The slower relaxations, Mix 2 and Mix 3, yield somewhat higher [C5H8] – greater than
that measured but a significant improvement over that simulated with CiTTyCAT without
mixing, and better in two out of three portions of the flight than that simulated with
UM-UKCA. Mix2 and Mix3, meanwhile, yield better agreement between modelled and
measured [O3] in the low altitude parts of the flight. Furthermore, Mix3 starts to retain10
some of the structure in [O3] simulated in the high altitude portions of the flight that
is almost entirely absent from the simulation with UM-UKCA but present, at least to
some extent, in the measurements; see earlier discussion in Sect. 3.1. Judging by
the structure present in the [O3] measured in these parts of the flight, there could be
justification for still slower relaxation in the free troposphere. The mixing formulation15
could be iterated further, however, of the three formulations applied here (exploring the
range of parameter values suggested in the literature; see Sect. 2.2.2 and Table 1), we
judge Mix3 to be the most appropriate overall.
3.5 Modelling atmospheric chemistry downwind of Manaus
We now move from what has predominantly been an exploration in the spatial do-20
main – in other words, comparing modelled and measured trace gas concentrations
on flight tracks – to an exploration of the temporal domain. We simulate [O3] at a sin-
gle site downwind of Manaus over an extended period of time, the month in which
all five case-study SAMBBA flights took place. Recall, back-trajectories were calcu-
lated from a boundary layer site (61.0◦W, 3.1◦ S, 900 hPa) roughly 100 km downwind25
(1◦ west) of Manaus at 6 hourly intervals throughout September 2012. The choice of
site is arbitrary; we are not aware of any measurements of [O3] at this site or compara-
ble sites, during the period in question, with which to compare the [O3] we simulate –
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this is a purely model-based exploration of the consequences of simulating boundary
layer [O3] with an Eulerian model run in “climate mode” (UM-UKCA) and a Lagrangian
model capable of exploiting very high resolution anthropogenic emissions and retaining
compositional structure (CiTTyCAT).
The structure that Lagrangian modelling can generate in [O3], and retain over a pe-5
riod of time, is of particular interest in an exploration of the exposure to boundary-layer
[O3] of the rainforest downwind of an isolated source such as Manaus. Plant exposure
to ozone is often expressed in terms of accumulated exposure above a given threshold.
For crop species, the most commonly used metric remains the total number of hour-
averages over 40 ppbv accumulated over a 3month growing season, AOT40 (UNECE,10
2010), although there is growing awareness that plant effects are more closely linked to
the stomatal ozone dose than concentration exposure, such as the phytotoxic O3 dose
above a threshold flux Y (PODY ; see, e.g., LRTAP Convention, 2010). For tropical,
long-lived, wild plants, such as those in the rainforest downwind of Manaus, the “grow-
ing season” may not be the appropriate accumulation time (Ainsworth et al., 2012).15
Below, we discuss an AOT40-like exposure metric based on a 30 day time series, and
refer to the metric as “AOT40” to remind readers of the non-standard accumulation
period we use. Our study is not designed to calculate annual exposure metrics, but
simply to highlight the sensitivity of exposure metrics to the modelling method used
(where measurements are not available). In view of the sensitivity that our simulations20
with CiTTyCAT show to the inclusion of a simple treatment of diffusive vertical mix-
ing (relaxation towards background composition; see previous section), we simulate
the [O3] downwind of Manaus with and without relaxation formulations, Mix1–3. We
start, as before, by using CheT chemistry but employ High res emissions (0.1◦ ×0.1◦)
in an attempt to resolve the episodic influence of anthropogenic emissions from the city25
100 km upwind. We compare the results of these integrations with the [O3] simulated
with UM-UKCA in “climate mode” (employing anthropogenic emissions at 3.75◦ ×2.5◦)
in the top left of Fig. 11; the corresponding “box and whisker” plots of the absolute min-
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imum, absolute maximum, median, and 25th and 75th percentile values of simulated
[O3] are included in the top right.
In the absence of vertical mixing, the [O3] simulated with CiTTyCAT (dotted green
line) exhibits much more structure than that simulated with UM-UKCA (dashed blue
line), frequently exceeding 50 ppbv and exceeding 75 ppbv on seven occasions. De-5
pending on the speed of relaxation imposed, this structure is suppressed to a greater
or lesser extent, and the simulations with CiTTyCAT (solid red, blue and green lines)
can generate more or less variability in the time series than UM-UKCA. Mixing formu-
lation, Mix3, judged in the last section to yield best agreement between modelled and
measured [O3] over a range of altitudes, including specifically low altitudes, yields a dis-10
tribution of [O3] that has a higher median value than UM-UKCA (34.0 cf. 31.7 ppbv),
a higher 75th percentile (38.3 cf. 34.9 ppbv), and a higher absolute maximum (54.3
cf. 41.7 ppbv). The [O3] simulated with UM-UKCA never exceeds 50 ppbv in this pe-
riod, whilst that simulated with CiTTyCAT, subject to Mix3, does so five times. This shift
towards higher [O3] leads to an 8% increase in mean [O3] simulated throughout the15
month, from 32.5 to 35.1 ppbv. Note that the “AOT40” we calculate over just 30 days
increases by a factor of almost 40, from 22.6 to 863 ppbv h.
In the bottom left of Fig. 11, we explore the effects on the simulation of [O3] with CiT-
TyCAT, subject to Mix3, of changing from CheT to CheT2 chemistry and/or degrading
the resolution of the emissions to that used in UM-UKCA (3.75◦×2.5◦); the correspond-20
ing box and whisker plots are included in the bottom right. Only modest differences
arise. The switch to CheT2 chemistry yields substantially different [O3] only on two
days (21 and 24 September); compare the green and red lines. Meanwhile, degrad-
ing the resolution of the emissions has little effect throughout; compare the solid and
dotted lines. Our earlier findings appear to hold irrespective of the chemistry and emis-25
sions employed: CiTTyCAT (Mix3) yields much more structure in [O3] than UM-UKCA,
exceeding 50 ppbv on four or five occasions as opposed to none; and, whilst the mean
[O3] increases by approximately 10%, or 3 ppbv, “AOT40” increases by a factor of
roughly 40–60; see Table 4. Whilst our study was not designed to calculate flux-based
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ozone metrics, such as PODY (see above), we would expect a less marked difference
in the latter; it would depend, however, on how peak [O3] values correlate with turbu-
lence and plant physiology (e.g. stomatal opening).
The broader message is that all three metrics investigated here change on mov-
ing from a global chemistry-climate model run in “climate mode” to a combination of5
this model and a Lagrangian model capable of exploiting very high resolution anthro-
pogenic emissions and retaining compositional structure. The combination of models
may yield a not-dissimilar background exposure, but one punctuated episodically with
acute, high [O3] events. It is interesting that this does not appear to be the result of
the Lagrangian model’s ability to exploit very high resolution anthropogenic emissions,10
despite the site being just 100 km downwind of Manaus; recall, this insensitivity was
observed in our simulations of flight B735, bound for Manaus. Instead, it appears to
be the result of its ability to retain heterogeneity in the origins of air parcels, and their
histories over the previous seven days.
4 Summary and discussion15
We have confronted two atmospheric chemistry models – a global Eulerian chemistry-
climate model, UM-UKCA (Hewitt et al., 2011; O’Connor et al., 2014), and a trajectory-
based Lagrangian model, CiTTyCAT (Pugh et al., 2012) – with airborne measurements
of atmospheric composition above the Amazon rainforest (O3, NO, NO2, C5H8 and
CO) from the 2012 SAMBBA campaign (see Darbyshire and Johnson, 2013). To our20
surprise, the simulations with the two models proved relatively insensitive to the chem-
ical mechanism employed (CheT or CheT2; see Sects. 3.2 and 3.5). Explored only in
the Lagrangian environment, the sensitivity our simulations showed to the spatial res-
olution of trace gas emissions (0.1◦ ×0.1◦ and 3.75◦ ×2.5◦ ; see Sects. 3.3 and 3.5)
varied from one flight to another, and from one chemical species to another. However,25
what proved highly influential, in otherwise directly comparable experiments across
all five case study flights, was the choice of model framework itself. We believe this
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was the result of the different treatments of transport in the two model frameworks,
and their consequences for mixing (see Sect. 3.1). The lack of explicit mixing in the
Lagrangian model yielded structure in its simulations of atmospheric composition, par-
ticularly [O3], that was more reminiscent of that largely (but not always) exhibited by the
measurements, though perhaps a little too pronounced. Meanwhile, extensive mixing5
in the Eulerian model removed much of this structure but yielded better overall agree-
ment with the measurements in terms of magnitude (see Sect. 3.1). We found a simple
treatment of mixing – relaxing the composition of air parcels in the Lagrangian model
towards monthly mean data from the Eulerian model – to offer a compromise between
the two, combining some of the benefits of both. Applied to the simulation of boundary10
layer [O3], we showed that the choice of model framework affects our understanding
of both the frequency at which the rainforest is exposed to damaging [O3] and the du-
ration for which it is so exposed, as quantified for example in terms of a version of the
accumulation-over-threshold metric, AOT40 (see Sect. 3.5).
We noted in the introduction that Lagrangian models, run in “domain-filling” mode,15
capture much of the strain-induced stirring of the atmosphere, with no mixing, whilst
Eulerian models capture the large-scale stirring but inevitably introduce mixing as they
average concentrations across grid boxes (see, e.g., Dragani et al., 2002; Methven
et al., 2003). The Lagrangian model thus, predictably, proved capable of retaining much
more structure than the Eulerian model: heterogeneity in the chemical composition of20
air parcels bound for points spaced only a few minutes apart along a flight track, or
arriving at the same location at regular intervals (every 6 h) over an extended period of
time. We found that this additional structure largely reflected the model’s ability to re-
solve the different origins of air parcels (7 days previously) and, only to a lesser extent,
differences in: the routes by which they were subsequently transported; the emissions25
and deposition to which they were exposed en route; and hence the chemistry that took
place within them. The composition of each air parcel was simulated independently in
the Lagrangian model (i.e. assuming no mixing took place between them). There was
not only no mixing in the horizontal, but no mixing in the vertical; the Lagrangian model
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included neither explicit vertical mixing in the boundary layer (due to convection) nor
ventilation of the boundary layer and exchange with air in the free troposphere. It is
to the latter that we attribute the Lagrangian model’s overestimation of [C5H8] in the
boundary layer and [O3] in the free troposphere; we believe they are the result of a lack
of mixing with, and hence dilution by, lower [C5H8] air above and lower [O3] air below5
respectively (see Sect. 3.1 and, earlier, Sect. 2.2.2).
The simple approach to diffusive vertical mixing that we later introduced into the
Lagrangian model has been used in previous studies; see Pugh et al. (2012) and the
references contained therein. It comprised: the relaxation of species of “intermediate
lifetimes” towards 3-D monthly mean concentrations simulated in the Eulerian model;10
and the relaxation of short-lived species (all other species besides CH4) towards zero
concentrations (characteristic of the free troposphere). Recall that [CH4] was fixed in
the model. The relaxation was applied on timescales τBL and τFT in the boundary layer
and free troposphere respectively; see Sect. 2.2.2 and Table 1 for more details. Having
explored just three combinations of τBL and τFT spanning literature values, we cannot15
claim to have fully optimised this simple treatment of mixing. Predictably, however, all
three formulations brought the Lagrangian simulations more closely in line with their
Eulerian counterparts; see Sect. 3.5. Moreover, one formulation, Mix3 (τBL = 27.8 h,
subject to a boundary layer height of 1000m, and τFT = 69.4 h) yielded the desirable
combination of: reasonable agreement with measurements of both [O3] and [C5H8] at20
low altitudes; and structure in the simulated [O3] reminiscent of that exhibited by the
measurements. It was predominantly this formulation that we subsequently applied to
a simulation of boundary layer [O3].
We should note at this point that the [O3] simulated by this combination of Lagrangian
and Eulerian models (subject to Mix3) did not show as good agreement with the mea-25
surements at low altitudes as that simulated with the Lagrangian model alone: the
Lagrangian model simulated 10–15 ppbv lower [O3] than the combination of models
(and the Eulerian model on its own), in closer agreement with the measurements. It
may have done so, however, for the wrong reason. If the lack of vertical mixing in the
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Lagrangian model contributed to its overestimation of [O3] in the free troposphere, it
likely also contributed to its simulation of low [O3] in the boundary layer; the lack of
ventilation of the boundary layer, and exchange with free tropospheric air aloft, would
have neglected mixing with, and enrichment by, higher [O3] air above. This raises the
question whether something else might be amiss in the model(s), leading to an over-5
estimation of boundary layer [O3] in this environment. One possibility is that the dry
deposition of O3 to the rainforest is underestimated. Hardacre et al. (2015) recently
highlighted the crude treatment of dry deposition to tropical forests in current global
chemistry-climate models. In both the Lagrangian model and the Eulerian model, we
have employed a 1m dry deposition velocity (Vd) of 0.5 cms
−1 to the forest. This com-10
pares favourably with the measurements of Rummel et al. (2007) in the Amazon, which
yielded a “mean midday maximum” O3 Vd of 0.5 cms
−1 in the dry season. However,
such measurements in the Amazon are sparse and the Vd of O3 could vary from one
region to another: more O3 Vd measurements are called for.
We used the Lagrangian model, the Eulerian model, and the combination of the15
two models, to simulate [O3] at a site in the boundary layer, approximately 100 km
downwind of Manaus, over a period of a month; see Sect. 3.5. The choice of site
was arbitrary, but chosen in anticipation of demonstrating the need to employ very
high resolution anthropogenic emissions (capable of resolving a city of the order of
10km×10km) to correctly capture the chemistry and composition downwind. To our20
surprise, our simulations again proved relatively insensitive to the resolution of emis-
sions (and chemical mechanism) employed, consistent with our earlier findings when
simulating the SAMBBA measurements. However, again, they demonstrated a high
degree of sensitivity to the model framework; see top left and top right of Fig. 11. At
one extreme, the Lagrangian model yielded very high variability in [O3] at this site, fre-25
quently exceeding 50 ppbv and sometimes exceeding 75 ppbv. At the other extreme,
the Eulerian model simulated far less variability in [O3], never exceeding 50 ppbv and
yielding a mean [O3] of 32.5 ppbv and an “AOT40” of around 20 ppbv h (over 30 days).
Between these extremes, the combination of Lagrangian and Eulerian models (subject
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to Mix3), yielded [O3] of intermediate variability, exceeding 50 ppbv on four or five occa-
sions. Compared to the Eulerian model, it generated only a 10% higher mean [O3], of
35–36 ppbv, but an “AOT40” approximately 50 times greater, of the order of 1000 ppbv h
(over 30 days). The key message here is that both the frequency at which the rainforest
is exposed to damaging [O3], and the duration for which it is so exposed, change with5
the model framework. The choice of model framework therefore has a strong bearing
on predictions of the exposure of tropical forests to ground-level ozone, and hence our
understanding of the health of the rainforest, the tropical carbon cycle, and how these
might change under future climate- and trace gas emission scenarios. It is not clear
from the current time series study whether it is possible to derive a transfer function by10
which to modify chemistry-climate simulations of ozone over tropical rainforest, but our
results clearly motivate a further study to seek such a function.
The Supplement related to this article is available online at
doi:10.5194/acpd-15-24251-2015-supplement.
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Table 1. Parameters subject to which mixing is explored in formulations, Mix1–3: κFT and
κBL are free-troposphere and boundary-layer diffusion coefficients; D is a free tropospheric
depth parameter. τFT and τBL are the resulting free-troposphere and boundary-layer relaxation
timescales, the latter when subject to a boundary layer height (BL height) of 1000m.
Formulation κFT κBL D τFT τBL
(m2 s−1) (m2 s−1) (m) (h) (h)
Mix1 1.5 15.0 200 3.7 9.3
Mix2 0.5 5.0 200 11.1 27.8
Mix3 0.5 5.0 500 69.4 27.8
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Table 2.Main features of the eight CiTTyCATmodel setups, including: the UM-UKCA integration
used to initialise the composition of air parcels; the chemical mechanism employed; the trace
gas emissions used; and the inclusion, or otherwise, of mixing subject to formulations Mix1–3.
CiTTyCAT model setup Initialisation Chemistry Emissions Mixing
1. CiTTyCAT (CheT) UM-UKCA (CheT) CheT UKCA res None
2. CiTTyCAT (CheT2) UM-UKCA (CheT2) CheT2 UKCA res None
3. CiTTyCAT (CheT, HRE) UM-UKCA (CheT) CheT High res None
4. CiTTyCAT (CheT2, HRE) UM-UKCA (CheT2) CheT2 High res None
5. CiTTyCAT (CheT, Mix1–3) UM-UKCA (CheT) CheT UKCA res Mix1–3
6. CiTTyCAT (CheT2, Mix1–3) UM-UKCA (CheT2) CheT2 UKCA res Mix1–3
7. CiTTyCAT (CheT, HRE, Mix1–3) UM-UKCA (CheT) CheT High res Mix1–3
8. CiTTyCAT (CheT2, HRE, Mix1–3) UM-UKCA (CheT2) CheT2 High res Mix1–3
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Table 3. Global trace gas emission totals (employed in all integrations), including the total
anthropogenic and biogenic contributions.
Tg (species) yr−1 NO2 CO HCHO C2H6 C3H8 CH3C(O)CH3 CH3CHO C5H8
Anthropogenic 99.0 875 2.37 9.85 9.46 4.35 6.54 0.0
Biogenic 17.8 0.0 4.21 0.0 0.0 39.4 14.3 401
Total 117 875 6.57 9.85 9.46 43.7 20.8 401
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Table 4. Metrics regarding the [O3] simulated downwind of Manaus in UM-UKCA and CiTTy-
CAT, subject to CheT and CheT2 chemical mechanisms; all integrations with CiTTyCAT employ
mixing formulation Mix3, and those labelled “HRE” employ High res emissions. See text for
a discussion of the accumulation time for the reported AOT40-like metric, labelled “AOT40”.
Simulated [O3] metric UM-UKCA CiTTyCAT (Mix3)
CheT CheT2 CheT, HRE CheT2, HRE CheT CheT2
No. of times [O3] > 50 ppbv 0 0 5 5 4 5
Mean [O3] (ppbv) 32.5 32.5 35.1 35.9 35.0 36.0
Increase in mean [O3] – – 2.6 ppbv 3.4 ppbv 2.5 ppbv 3.5 ppbv
relative to UM-UKCA – – +8% +11% +8% +11%
(subject to same chemistry)
“AOT40” (ppbv h) 22.6 17.5 863 1081 889 1091
Increase in “AOT40” – – 841 ppbv h 1063 ppbv h 866 ppbv h 1073 ppbv h
relative to UM-UKCA – – 38× 62× 39× 62×
(subject to same chemistry)
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Figure 1. Flight tracks (black lines), and 7 day back-trajectories arriving on these at one minute
intervals (coloured according to pressure), for SAMBBA flights B735, B744, B745, B749 and
B750; see text for details. Bottom right: 7 day back-trajectories arriving at a site roughly 100 km
downwind (1◦ west) of Manaus at 6 hourly intervals throughout September 2012 (coloured ac-
cording to pressure); “×” marks the site (61.0◦W, 3.1◦ S) and the black dot marks Manaus.
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Figure 2. Total (anthropogenic + biogenic) trace gas emissions at 3.75◦ longitude × 2.5◦ latitude
on 1 January and 1 July 2012, employed in UM-UKCA (run in “climate mode”) and “UKCA res”
integrations with CiTTyCAT.
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Figure 3. Total (anthropogenic + biogenic) trace gas emissions employed in CiTTyCAT “UKCA
res” integrations (left) and “High res” integrations (right); all emissions are September 2012
monthly means, focussing on South America.
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Figure 4. [O3] measured on SAMBBA flight B735 and simulated in UM-UKCA (CheT) and
CiTTyCAT (CheT). The [O3] with which CiTTyCAT is initialised is also illustrated; see text for
details.
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Figure 5. [NO] and [NO2] measured on SAMBBA flight B735 and simulated in UM-UKCA
(CheT) and CiTTyCAT (CheT). The [NO] and [NO2] with which CiTTyCAT is initialised are also
illustrated; see text for details.
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Figure 6. [C5H8] measured on SAMBBA flight B735 and simulated in UM-UKCA (CheT) and
CiTTyCAT (CheT). The [C5H8] with which CiTTyCAT is initialised is also illustrated; the open
black diamonds correspond to the [C5H8] measurements based on whole air samples.
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Figure 7. [CO] measured on SAMBBA flight B735 and simulated in UM-UKCA (CheT) and
CiTTyCAT (CheT). The [CO] with which CiTTyCAT is initialised is also illustrated; see text for
details.
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Figure 8. [O3], [NO], [NO2], [C5H8] and [CO] measured on SAMBBA flight B735 and simulated
in UM-UKCA and CiTTyCAT, subject to CheT and CheT2 chemical mechanisms (see Sect. 2.3
for more details); the open black diamonds correspond to [C5H8] measurements based on
whole air samples.
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Figure 9. [O3], [NO], [NO2], [C5H8] and [CO] measured on SAMBBA flight B735 and simu-
lated in CiTTyCAT, subject to CheT and CheT2 chemical mechanisms (see Sect. 2.3) and both
“UKCA res” emissions and “High res” emissions (HRE; see Sect. 2.4 for more details); the open
black diamonds correspond to [C5H8] measurements based on whole air samples.
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Figure 10. [O3], [NO], [NO2], [C5H8] and [CO] measured on SAMBBA flight B735 and simulated
in UM-UKCA (CheT) and CiTTyCAT (CheT), the latter subject to no mixing and, subsequently,
three formulations of simple diffusive vertical mixing (relaxation towards background values) as
outlined in Sect. 2.2.2 and Table 1; the open black diamonds correspond to [C5H8] measure-
ments based on whole air samples.
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Figure 11. Left: [O3] simulated approximately 100 km downwind of Manaus in UM-UKCA and
CiTTyCAT; the top panel compares CiTTyCAT integrations, all employing the CheT chemical
mechanism but differing with respect to mixing formulation (Mix1–3; see Sect. 2.2.2 and Table 1
for more details), whilst the bottom panel compares CiTTyCAT integrations, all employing mixing
formulation, Mix3, but differing with respect to the chemical mechanism (CheT or CheT2) and/or
the resolution of trace gas emissions employed (HRE =High res ems). Right: the corresponding
“box and whisker” plots of the minimum, maximum, median, and first- and third quartile [O3]
values. The UM-UKCA (CheT) and CiTTyCAT (CheT, HRE, Mix3) runs are included in both top
and bottom panels.
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